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Wondershare PSP Converter & PS3 Converter Suite is a professional tool for PSP/PS3
users who want to watch their DVD and video files on PSP/PS3. It can convert DVD and all
popular video files including AVI, MPG, MPEG, DAT, WMV, MOV, RM, RMVB, ASF to PSP
video and PS3 Video.

Wondershare PSP Video Suite is bundled by Wondershare DVD to PSP/PS3 Ripper and
Wondershare Video to PSP/PS3 Converter. With this suite program, you can select DVD
subtitle and DVD audio track, set video contrast, brightness and saturation, trim movie length,
crop video, and apply special video effects and so on to make your ideal video.

Enjoy your DVD and video files on PSP/PS3 with Wondershare PSP Video Suite.

Key Features

Completely support PSP and PS3
It can convert DVD and video to PSP (including PSP 1000, PSP Slim 2000, PSP Lite 3000,
the coming PSP Go) and PS3.

Fast speed, Powerful conversion
Convert DVD and video to PSP/PS3 with fast conversion speed

Rip DVD/video to PSP video and PSP audio

Convert DVD/video to PSP video/audio formats such as MP4, MP3, M4A.

Convert DVD/video to PS3 Video

Convert DVD/video to PS3 MP4 Video format with various resolutions including 480p
(720*480), 720p (1280*720 high quality), 1080p (1920*1080 high definition video).

Add plug-in subtitle

Allow you to add and edit subtitle with .MKV as source file and plug-in subtitle in SRT format
to your video.

High speed

With multithreading and batch process supported, the converting of DVD and video to PSP is
faster than ever before!
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Built in PSP Movie Manager

Provide you with a PSP movie transfer tool – PSP Movie Manger, to transfer your PSP
movies between your computer and your PSP without renaming them.

Powerful video editing – Trim, crop, Adjust effect, Capture, Add watermark
Put your creative inspiration on the movies and make them fantastic

Trim movie length

Trim your DVD title/chapter or video to convert your favorite movie clips.

Crop DVD movies

Crop your DVD/ video to remove the black edges from video.

Adjust video effect

Allow you to adjust video brightness, contrast and saturation, and apply a special video effect
to your movie. 

Capture pictures

Support capturing your favorite movie pictures and save them as JPEG or BMP format.

Watermark your movies

To show your own lifestyle, try to add picture or text watermark with customized transparence,
size and position in your movie.

Easy operation and free technical support
Bring you easier and smarter conversion experience

Easy to use

With just a few clicks, you can easily finish ripping DVD and converting video.

Free technical support

Provide 24 hour’s on-line e-mail technical support.

Free upgrade

A life time free upgrade after you buy the product.

System Requirement:

Supported OS     Windows NT4/2000/2003/XP/Vista and Windows 7
Processor     >750MHz Intel or AMD CPU
Free hard disk space     100 MB or more
RAM     256 MB or above
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